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  THE-INDUCED PHOTO-DICHROISM BY INFRARED RAYS. (L) 
i 
           Ry JrrnRO SHInEI, I~AiJIRO YATIADIOTO and YHIEfKO I{uBO. 
                           Introduction. 
     -In t)•3o, one (S)" of the present authors tudied on the induced Photo-dichroism 
 caused by visible light of 68o to 4.}omµ region in "Imperial Gaslight Plates, warm 
 Tone." The results otStained majc be hrieFly summarised as follows 
     (I) The photo-dichroistic effects greq• stronger with the-increase of the wave 
 length of the light by which the material tuRler investigation was to be illuminated. 
     (z) "I"hc types of the cwrves representing the relative dichvoism(the ratio of 
 the dichroism {D) to the photographic density (S) : (D/s)), obtaiitcd by plotting 
 DDS against he time of the illumiliation by polarised light, were characteristic for 
 each spectral region of the light by which the material was illuminated, especially 
 for three primary colours (red (68omfr), green (56om~); and bloc (48omp)). The 
 photo-dichroistic effect for 68om/~ region was entirely of negative sign, and the 
 DjS-awcs]ayvt the negative side of the diagram, while those for the region of 
 green to blue lay mainly in tke positive side. Judging from the types of the 
 curves for red light (68omµ) on the ane hand and for green tb blue on the otlicr it 
 seemed that negativation a d positivation of the signs of the effect were characteristic 
 for the light of long wave length vtd that of short wave length respectively. 
     According to the view of r. Weigert, this_ effect seems to be of physical, and 
 not of chemical nahire. Since, in the spectral regions in which the "investigation 
 was hitherto made, ~hc"effect was always accompanied .by some photo-chemical 
 reactions, it is necessary tostudy the effect in the region of infra-red rays in order 
 to see it purely as a .physical effect. 
     As the first step in a program for the infra-red investigations, the present 
 authors have sought o ascertain f the photographic f lm would be photo-dichroisti-
 cally sensitive to infra-red rays. The present paper will thereforecontain an accowtt 
 of a few experiments made in this respect. -
                                Experimental. -
     The method usefl was essentially the same as that used in the previous 
  esperiment:'f 
- i} F, Weigert and J. Shidei, Z. flryrrk. C/eue., (B). 9, 3x9 (IJ3o)• 
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bIATERIALS. -
    As the csperimental material, the "Imperial Gaslight Plates warm Tone "
w'as again employed. After being illuminated by the polarised infra-red light, the 
plates were developed' with a paraphenylene diamine-silver develolxr of Lumiere 
and Seywctz" and then fixed with an acid hypo-solution. 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE. 
    The measurements of the dichroism were carried out in red light (filter: a 
solution of rhodaniine I3 and quinine sulphate) by the differential method proposed 
by F. \Veigert width -the Lippich 1><ilf-shadotd Il larimeter. The photograpfuc 
densities (S) of the developed fields were measured by a densitomcter. 
    The arrangement of the apparatus sed Cor the illumination ofthe laltotographic 
plates by the polarised infra-red rays is illustrated by Fig. t. 
             _ I         `~ . I ~ 4 P 
              
' Fi
g:~I. Arrangmnenl of the apparatus f rilluminating 
                        [he photographic plate by in(ra•red light.
    f1 is•a self-regulating carbon arc.lamp for Io A, and I3 is a quartz condenser. 
K is an asbestos diaphuagm with a rectangular opening {z x ~ nn), which }vas 
uniformly illuminated by •the light Crom the arc and of which the image was to be 
focussed a~ the material under investigation. F is a light filter; which allows 
infra-red rays of zoo0-goom/~ regiwt to traverse. P is the lihotographic plate 
under investigation. SIS a Scnannon¢prism, which was employed to obtain double 
images (or the purpose oC measuring the dichroism by the differential method, and 
its positiat bchveen the objective lens L, and the plate (P) was adjusted so as to 
allow the double images to border each other directly on the plate. By the 
above mentioned anangenrent of the apparatus, the plates could be illuminated by 
the double images (each 5 x g nun) of the rectangular oliening of the diaphragm 
sharply and uniformly. 
   The dichroism (D) was calculated by the formula 
    or approximately ' 
                         D=o,o[ 5 x za 
- I) F. \Veigert and J. Shidci, Loa pit. -
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where, a is the angle of rotation of $hc analyser in the polarimcter, and y„ is 
shown besides by the difference between ttvo readings in the double fields, which 
were illuminated by the above mentiated double images. ~ , 
                                                ~. 
              EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 
   The experiments were made under several conditions of different light 
intensities, times of the excitation and tl:e development, mt tivhich the dichroistic 
effect for visible light depended markedly as was shoe~n previously. 
   The results obtained preliminary are tabulated in Table I and 2 and illustrated 
diagrammatically in Fig. 2 and 3. 
    Prom this, it will be seen that the .dichroistic effect wa$ produced evidently 
by the infra-red rays though not so strongly as that by red light. The type of 
the curves howing D/S teas simllar to .that for red light (68om/a), in achiclt case 
the curves used to descend first with the time of the excitation, falling to a 
    'l'a61c . Relative Dichmism (DDS) in infra-red R.rys under Different 'l'imes of1Jcvelopment, 























































































































Tnhlc z. Indeenrt of Lighl Intensity npoa Relatrve Diehrnism (D~SJ 
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' Fig. z Inflnence of the-timr of development I•'ig. 3 Influence oC light intensity upon 
            'upon the rcletive diclrroism. the mintive. dichmism 7IfS. 
  minimum, then to ascend to reach a maximum again to descend. The. photo-
  dichroistic effect grew stronger with the intensity of light and also with the time 
  of developiuent, so tha( the relative dichroistic cwYes were displaced in the similar 
  way to that for red light. 
      'Therefore, so far as the present expenments arc concerned, the essential 
  distinction hehvecn the effect due to the red nys and that to the infra-red rays 
  seems not to exist. -
     Theoretical discussion f the facts obGrined here will be given, when more 
  exhaustive, experiments of this sort shall liavz been made. 
                         Summary. 
     (I) The induced photo-dichmism hy.infra-red t.1ys Ivas tudied with a photo-
  graphic plate (" Imperial Gaslight I'latzs, rvann Tone.") The plates were first 
 Illuminated bythe polarised infra-red light of the zooo-9oom~ region, then developed 
• with a paraphcnylene diamine-silver d veloper of Lumiere. and Scyewetz and fired. 
 The induced photo~tichroism thus produced was measured by the Lippich half-
 shadoty polarimeter. 
1 
     (2) The plates were found to be selisitive dichroistjcally to infra-reel rays. 
     (3) The-sign of dle induced photo-dichmism produced was negative. The 
 type 'of curves obtained by plotting the relative diclrroism against the time of 
 ilhtmiuation was similar to that. (or red light The influence of different intensities 
 of the light, times of development etc. upon the dichmism was also similar to that 
 for red light, su that the essential distinction beriveen the photo-dichroistic effect 
 for infra-red light and that for red light tvas not found. 
                                       Cbemirnl LaGmalory,
                              1 alyo fTrzirrrxity of Intera6ure ald Seir)rtx. 
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